
Name: ____________________________________ Date: _____________________ Period: ______             3V1: Some likes and dislikes (TB 73 and TB 111) 

  Find the meaning of each English terms given, and 

write it in the box provided. 

Quiz your partner verbally. If 

they have the answer correct, put 

a check mark in the space 

provided. If they answer 

incorrectly, put an x. Then, retest 

the ones with an “x”. If they get 

it correct, put a check mark next 

to the x. If it’s wrong, put 

another x. Retest your partner on 

all xs until they get them correct. 

Check your partner’s spelling. 

If they write the answer 

correctly, put a check mark. If 

they write it incorrectly, tell 

them what they got wrong, and 

put an x. If they get it correct, 

put a check mark next to the x. 

If it’s wrong, put another x. 

Retest your partner on all xs 

until they get them correct. 

 Fold your paper over the line that follows the “English” 

column, and then again over the line right before the 

“self-quiz” to line up the words. 

 Write the Spanish for each English term.  

 When done, unfold your paper to check your answers. 

 Leave alone the answers that are correct, and erase the 

answers that are either wrong or misspelled.  

 Fold your paper again, write the missing terms in the self-

quiz, check, and erase what’s incorrect.  

Continue this process until every answer is correct. 

 English Spanish equivalent Q: S>E Q: E>S Sp: S>S Sp: E>S Self-quiz 

1) Do you like ___?       

2) I like ___       

3) He/she likes ___ A él/ella le gusta(n)___      

4) We like__- A nosotros(as) nos gusta(n) ___      

5) You guys like ____ A ustedes les gusta(n)___      

6) They like___       

7) the animals       

8) the Chinese food       

9) the parties       

10) to eat hamburgers       

11) the pizza       

12) the science fiction movies       

13) to watch television       

14) to swim       

15) I don’t like___.       

16) to run       

17) to exercise       

18) to read       

19) to listen to music       

20) to ride a bike       

21) to write letters       

22) to play football       

23) to sing       

24)   boring       

25) fun       

26) delicious       

27) interesting       

28) great       

29) awful       

30) to play soccer       


